DERIVING WISDOM FROM

DATA

At InQuartik,
we believe in empowering people to make more impactful decisions.
InQuartik was founded by Y.P. Jou, a leading figure in the IP industry,
who during his more than thirty-three years in this field, noticed that
the tools available to patent professionals were lacking. In fact, most
of these tools relied on low-quality data and provided only basic
results.
To deliver true patent intelligence, Jou assembled a team to develop
a patent intelligence platform, Patentcloud, that utilized AI and big
data technology to provide actionable insights. At the same time, Jou
and his team dedicated themselves to achieving the highest quality
data, even going so far as to develop proprietary post-acquisition
processing.

We Care About Data Quality
Patentcloud, InQuartik’s leading product brand, processes
high-quality data and uses AI and big-data technology to
transform this into valuable information. When this
information is then combined with the user’s knowledge, it
becomes wisdom, which ultimately is the key to impactful
decision-making.

Beyond Basic Data Collection
Greater Accuracy Through Better Data
Experience total data transparency from a quality-driven
global database that features conformity, accuracy, and
timeliness.
Truth be told, the term “Data Quality” has become a cliché in
the patent search industry, with the majority of vendors
unable to demonstrate the quality of their data, except
through bulk numbers and general statements about basic
data cleansing.

This is where Patentcloud steps in to provide users with the
necessary depth and breadth to enable impactful decisions. In fact,
all of Patentcloud’s data undergoes a rigorous 3-step process:

1. Data is collected and validated from multidimensional
authoritative sources (e.g., USPTO Official Gazette, PAIR, PTAB,
and Maintenance Fee database) and non-authoritative sources
(e.g., EPO DOCDB).
2. All names in the database undergo multilingual standardization
(in English) to improve search effectiveness, and all numbers
undergo logic-based corrections for increased correlations.
3. Advanced inferencing of the data, including updating the current
status and eliminating extraneous noise, is conducted based on
proprietary algorithms and the multiple available data sources in
Post-Acquisition Processing.

A Closer Look at

Make more impactful decisions with patent
insights and analysis that are most relevant and
useful for you.

Immediately uncover hidden insights and
discover the true quality of a patent, with
Patentcloud’s exclusive Quality Insights.

Maximize design inspiration and minimize
risk with Patentcloud’s AI-powered,
imaged-based Design Search.

Patent Search
Patentcloud’s Patent Search empowers you to make more impactful decisions
with relevant and useful patent insights and analytics. Leverage the industry’s
best and most comprehensive, high-quality database for timely and accurate
patent data. With this superior database, you can easily perform highly
efficient searches and quickly receive useful analyses.
Taking Search to the Next Level
Accelerate your searches with the latest developments in AI technology.
Minimize the time invested in state-of-the-art or prior art searches with
complete range of search functions for faster, more targeted results.
Semantic Search, an AI-powered concept-based search feature, with a
More Like feature that further directs to preferred search result
Keyword Expansion, for discovering new keyword opportunities
Smart Search, for viewing related results based on AI’s interpretation of
important human-language elements
Corporate Affiliation Search, for search and analysis based on grouped
corporate affiliations

Advanced Analytics Tailored to Your Needs
Advanced analytics are completely customizable, enabling you to easily
correlate different data sets, giving you precise aggregated results that deliver
new perspectives and real insights.
Patent Matrix an exclusive that consolidates and aggregates self-defined
data for comprehensive insights into your requirements. It is flexible enough
to provide users with technology landscape, competitive analysis, and
freedom to operate (FTO)

Data Grouping (Screenshot 3-1 & Screenshot 3-2),for effortlessly and
comprehensively summarizing company and inventor data into a simple
and consistent analytics expression

Quality and Value Rankings, quickly capture the tendency of
being invalidated by prior art and the tendency of being litigated or
transacted.
Manage Your Work More Effectively with Data Management
The Project feature is a workspace that allows members to access and share
collected patent data, annotations, and analysis utilizing one convenient
access control, enabling participants to stay up to date on the status of the
data in a project as well as collaborate on the work that has been done by
others.

Collaboration, for project members to work on the same
project simultaneously, at anytime or anyplace
Expansion Search, easily expand the patents being
analyzed in a project with citation and patent family
Monitoring, for automatically monitoring and displaying the
results of your query on a predetermined schedule
Project Overview, for monitoring of project activities,
including new patents, analysis, and memos

Quality Insights
Patentcloud’s exclusive Quality Insights delivers an immediate
glimpse into US patent quality through its wide range of in-depth
and comprehensive patent data, which encompasses US patent
file wrappers and global patent references. Unearth the true
quality of a patent with just one click.
Prosecution and Post-Grant Proceedings at a Glance
Quickly and conveniently view major substantive prosecution
issues and main events during reexaminations or
IPR/CBM/PGR proceedings, increasing accuracy and efficiency.

Conveniently Compare Prior Art in an Instant
This auto-generated and easy-to-read claim-chart formatted
comparison allows you to immediately understand the difference
between the claimed invention with the prior art in the
prosecution (the gist of the invention).

Searchable File Wrappers at the Speed of Now
Conduct a keyword search of file wrappers to identify
prosecution history estoppel and claim scope disavowal issues
quickly and easily.
Currently Searchable: Rejections (CNTF: Non-Final, CTFR: Final), Petitions,
Institution, and Final Decision PDF.
Searchable by the End of 2018: Notice of Allowance (NOA), Applicants Arguments
and Remarks, and Patent Owner's Response.

Instantly Enhance Prior Art Search Capabilities
With Comprehensive § 102 and 103 Citation Data, simplify your
workflow with consolidated family prior art and extend prior art
search results with additional degree of prior art references one
step further.

The Most Relevant Prior Art, Right Away
Leverage key global patent database (USPTO, CNIPA, EPO,
JPO and WIPO) to find the Top 50 prior art references most
relevant to your search, strengthen your invalidation position or
uncover valuable patents without delay.

Design Search
Patentcloud’s Design Search can minimize the risk of design
patent infringement while decreasing the product design cycle.
Your design inspiration can be enhanced and enables you to stay
on top of current design trends with our global database.
Greater Search Accuracy
Evaluate the unique appearance of your product with the advanced
search functionality, including: Locarno classification, keyword
search, assignee, etc. Leverage global patent database (USPTO,
JPO, CNIPA, EUIPO) and deep-learning technology to ensure
more targeted search results.
Intuitive and Simple to Use
No longer rely solely on keyword searches for relevant images.
Instead, jump right in and get useful search results with simple
drag-and-drop feature and easy-to-use interface.
Easy-to-Access Visual Information
With important visualized information, you can quickly analyze
design details with existing patents side-by-side to enable better
and faster decisions.

Real Case Demonstration
Step 1. Drag and Drop

Step 2. Define Search Scope

Step 3. Result
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